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Access Path to
Performance

By  Tom  Mou l d e r

INTRODUCTION

Much has been written and said about DB2 performance. So I’m going
to add a little bit more. This article is presented as a new approach to
understanding the performance of DB2 UDB for z/OS. At the root of all
performance issues is the access path chosen by DB2 to produce the
requested result set. This path, chosen by the optimizer after careful exam-
ination of all the alternatives, will determine the resources required for the
query. This article will present an overview of the process, the variables
that are considered by the DB2 optimizer during access path selection, the
effect of changes to these variables and a means to determine many of
these variables used by the optimizer. Armed with this knowledge, users
can make an enlightened effort to provide DB2 with the most accurate
information and thus increase the likelihood of the chosen access path
using significantly reduced resources to produce the required result set.

Keep in mind one thing, DB2 will choose the access path that
requires the least amount of resources when given completely correct
information. Therefore, the primary goal of one who attempts to tune
SQL for performance is to get the optimizer the best information pos-
sible. This does not include learning the latest SQL trick that will cause
the optimizer to choose a favorite access path.

Also involved in this process is a careful analysis of schema options
to be sure that the optimizer has available all options to produce the
result set as quickly as possible. This would primarily focus on indexes
and partitioning options.

Lastly, tuning SQL for performance must involve a holistic approach
to tuning that seeks to create the best set of options and schema for the
system as a whole. Changing the system for a specific query might help
one query at the expense of many others.

AN OVERVIEW OF ACCESS PATH SELECTION

Let’s begin with the basics. DB2 UDB for z/OS is based on a cost
optimizer. With each succeeding version of the database, the optimizer

becomes more sophisticated and uses more variables to estimate an
accurate cost for each potential access path. There are two types of
costs that are evaluated, CPU and IO. Based on all available data, DB2
evaluates all possible access paths (except when the user chooses cer-
tain DSNZPARM values in Version 8) and picks the one that is calcu-
lated as the lowest cost.

I have heard many say on occasion that DB2 chose the wrong access
path. That is not entirely correct. DB2 chose the one with the smallest
estimated cost based on the information that it had to work with. If the
information that DB2 was given is inaccurate or does not exist (like hav-
ing no object statistics), then DB2 may not choose the best access path
possible. There may be possible indexes that would make a particular
query execute faster, but the maintenance of the indexes would be a
much greater burden on the system because of the intensive update
nature of the application. A single query might benefit from particular
partitioning and clustering options that would cause other queries in the
application to suffer significantly degraded performance. Therefore, give
DB2 accurate information and make your choices on database design
and physical implementation of the logical model for overall perform-
ance of the application as opposed to tuning a single SQL statement.

WHEN DOES DB2 CHOOSE AN ACCESS PATH?

The DB2 optimizer is invoked for Static SQL at bind/rebind time.
The chosen access path information is stored in the directory and used
at execution time. For Dynamic SQL, the optimizer is invoked at exe-
cution time unless the statement has been cached by DB2. In that case,
DB2 will use the cached access path.

When the optimizer is invoked to choose an access path, it also
accumulates input data to this process along with choices made and
externalizes the data in three defined tables known as the “Plan_Table,
DSN_Statemnt_Table and DSN_Function_Table.” Additionally,
IFCID 22 will produce an SMF record with a small portion of this
information for Dynamic SQL.
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OVERVIEW OF THE STATIC SQL
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The major processes involved in the creation of a DB2 application
using Static SQL are shown in FIGURE 1. The pre-compiler first
processes source programs containing DB2 SQL statements. This
process extracts the SQL and places these statements in a DBRM. At
the same time a modified source file is created that is used as input
to the compiler to produce an object module which is then link
edited into a load module for execution at the appropriate time by the
operating system (z/OS). The DBRM containing the SQL statements
is then input to the DB2 Bind process. This bind process invokes the
DB2 optimizer and chooses the least cost access path based on all
available options. The bind process can produce a DB2 package or a
DB2 plan. Alternatively, once a DB2 package has been produced, the
same DB2 process can bind these packages into a DB2 plan.

OVERVIEW OF THE DB2 BIND PROCESS

FIGURE 2 shows a more detailed view of the Bind process in DB2.
The process can produce a package or a plan. The output tables con-
taining information about the chosen access path are also displayed
in the figure. Input information comes from the DB2 Catalog and
Buffer Pools.

Let’s take a closer look at the information that the optimizer uses
as input.

OPTIMIZER INPUTS THAT AFFECT ACCESS
PATH SELECTION

TABLE 1 contains a list of the catalog statistics that the optimizer uses
for access path selection.

These statistics are important in the calculation of cost estimates for
both CPU and IO. Primarily these are used to determine IO costs, but
there is a CPU cost associated with all IO activity that must be
included. These statistics are also used to calculate filter factors based
on the predicates provided. These filter factors determine the estimates
of rows that would be read to satisfy the query when DB2 does not have
to read all the rows to produce the desired result set. What does DB2
know that would allow it to avoid reading all the rows in a table? As an
example, the predicate(s) could eliminate certain partitions of a parti-
tioned table space based on the limit key values. If there are no sta-
tistics for the referenced objects, then DB2 will make some default
assumptions that usually lead to retrieving more rows for the query
than would be required of the statistics had been collected and the
DB2 Catalog populated with those statistics. Statistics are also valu-
able information used to determine join sequences and Subquery
processing sequence.

PREDICATES

The predicates in the SQL and the derived predicates (because of
transitive closure) will affect the access path selected. As mentioned
earlier, the predicate could eliminate partitions of a partitioned table
space because of limit key values compared to the predicate values.
Predicates that reference an index column are typically the most bene-
ficial to query performance. These predicates can fall into one of two
categories, matching or screening.

Matching predicates are counted by the optimizer and presented in
the MATCHCOLS column of the Plan Table mentioned earlier. The
types of predicates considered matching are listed in TABLE 2.

Matching predicates are all considered stage 1 predicates by the opti-
mizer as well. Stage 1 predicates refer to those predicates that can be
applied at the time the data is read from the VSAM data set by media
manager. Stage 1 predicates that can be applied against an index key are
the greatest in value as they allow DB2 to reduce the number of rows
processed to produce the result set by avoiding reading the data compo-
nent completely for filtered RIDS in the index. There is considerable
performance savings by applying the predicates at this time. DB2 can
avoid many CPU instructions associated with processing the rows and
filtering within the Relational Data Services component of DB2.

DB2 uses certain rules when matching predicates against index keys.
First, DB2 matches the columns in the index from left to right, without
skipping any columns in the index key. All predicates must be match-
ing indexable and stage 1. Only the first IN (list) can be used as a
matching predicate. The first range predicate (,<,>,<=,>=,LIKE or
BETWEEN) will always be the last matching column predicate.

After DB2 processes the Matching predicates, any remaining stage 1
predicates can be applied as Screening predicates against the index key.
Any Equal, Range or NULL predicates will screen against the index
key. What this means to the optimizer is that more rows will be elimi-
nated in stage 1 and thus performance of the query will be improved.
Screening predicates are applied against matching and non-matching
index scan access paths. Screening predicates are not counted in the
MATCHCOLS column of the Plan Table.

Since V7, DB2 also finds and eliminates access paths based on predi-
cates that will return zero rows. Predicates that will return no rows are
called Pruning predicates. This helps the optimization process since fewer
access paths will be evaluated to determine the least costly access path.
This savings is at bind time, not at execution time for the subject SQL
statement except when the statement contains host variables and then it is
at execution time. Pruning is especially helpful for join and view process-
ing when an interim result set will contain no rows for the final result set.

DIRECTIVES

There are clauses that can be added to an SQL statement that direct
DB2 to select an access path based on user assumptions concerning the
result set. The most frequently used are the “OPTIMIZE FOR n ROWS”
and ‘FETCH FIRST n ROWS ONLY.” There are slight differences
between these clauses and their effects at execution time. The “OPTI-
MIZE” clause will direct DB2 to pick an access path that is the least cost

FIGURE 1: DB2 APPLICATION USING STATIC SQL
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based on the assumption that only “n” rows will be returned. At execu-
tion time, DB2 will still produce the entire result set and return all rows
to the application. Therefore, any error in the user assumption or calcu-
lation of “n” can result in a poor access path and resulting poor perform-
ance. Typically, this clause is used when the optimizer continually picks
a scan and the user wishes to have DB2 choose an index access path. The
“FETCH” clause works slightly different at execution time. When you
use this clause in an SQL statement, DB2 will only return the number of
rows that you have specified. In this case, the problems would not only
be performance related, but could be business related as well. If the user
makes decisions based on the result set and DB2 was directed not to pro-
duce all the rows that qualify, there could be business problems that result
from the use of this clause. Use of these particular clauses or any direc-
tive to the optimizer should be avoided as much as possible.

DSNZPARM

The optimizer is also affected by certain parameter settings for DB2.
In Version 8, DB2 externalized the MAX_OPT_CPU and
MAX_OPT_ELAP settings. These settings allow the user to limit the
time the optimizer takes to choose an access path. This will have some
benefit when the access path is chosen either at bind, rebind or mini-
bind time. However, giving DB2 less time to choose the least costly
access path means that DB2 will prune access paths more quickly and
may not choose the least costly access path.

EXTERNAL INFLUENCES

DB2 takes into consideration information concerning the CEC
(Computing Electronic Complex), the number of processors available
to be used by DB2 for parallel processing opportunities and the speed
of the individual processors. Parallel processing is also affected by the
DEGREE parameter setting. Parallel opportunities are also affected
when a DB2 is a member of a data sharing group as opposed to being
a single DB2 on an LPAR.

In addition, DB2 takes into consideration the buffer pools that will
be used by the referenced objects. This would include not only the size
of the pools, but their threshold settings as well. If the DB2 is a mem-
ber of a data sharing group, then the parameters for the group buffer
pools would have an influence on access path selection as well.

DB2 ACCESS PATH PREFERENCES

DB2 has a long list of possible access paths for any statement, but
they are ranked by the optimizer based on potential cost of execution.
The following is a list of access path choices listed in sequence from
the most preferred to the least preferred.

� Direct Row access using ROWID
� One Fetch Index Scan using Min, MAX
� Unique Matching Index Scan using a predicate value
� Matching Index Scan Only
� Non-Matching Index Scan Only
� Matching Index Cluster Scan
� Matching Random Index Scan
� Multiple Matching Index Scan using AND and OR
� Non Matching Cluster Index Scan
� Segmented Table Space Scan

� Non Segmented Table Space Scan (in parallel or sequential)
� Non-matching Random Index Scan

DB2 provides a significant amount of data related to the access path
that was estimated to be the least costly. However, there is no infor-
mation about other possible access paths that were rejected by the
optimizer. My personal choice for viewing the data used by the opti-
mizer to determine the access path is the Visual Explain from IBM. It
is available as a free download from the IBM website if you follow this
link http://www.ibm.com/software/db2zos/dld.html. I highly recom-
mend this download to analyze access path selection in DB2. You can
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FIGURE 2: DB2 BIND PROCESS

Catalog Table Name Table Column Name

SYSIBM.SYSCOLDIST
CARDF
COLGROUPCOLNO
COLVALUE
FREQUENCYF
NUMCOLUMNS
TYPE

SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS
COLCARDF
HIGH2KEY
LOW2KEY

SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES
CLUSTERING
CLUSTERRATIOF
FIRSTKEYCARDF
FULLKEYCARDF
NLEAF
NLEVELS

SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART
LIMITKEY

SYSIBM.SYSROUTINES
CARDINALITY
INITIAL_INSTS
INITIAL_IOS
INSTS_PER_INVOC
IOS_PER_INVOC

SYSIBM.SYSTABLES
CARDF
EDPROC
NPAGES
NPAGESF
PCTROWCOMP

SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE
NACTIVEF

SYSIBM.SYSTABSTATS
CARDF
NPAGES

TABLE 1: CATALOG STATISTICS USED FOR ACCESS PATH SELECTION.



also find presentations from IBM on visual explain at the DB2 support
page (http://www-306.ibm.com/software/data/db2/zos/support.html)
by clicking on the link for “Technical Presentations.” You can search
there for presentations by Patrick Bossman on visual explain. I would
also encourage the use of the statistics advisor within visual explain.
Given an SQL statement, this component will recommend statistics
for collection that could potentially improve the optimizer estimated
cost calculations and therefore give a better choice for access path.

There are numerous changes that have been made to the optimizer in
Version 8. I would suggest that anyone who plans to implement Version
8 in the near future should investigate these changes. There are many
presentations from IBM on the subject. There are REDBOOKS that are
quite helpful. IDUG has produced three web casts on DB2 Version 8.
Please refer to www.idug.org and click on the calendar link. I also have
three presentations on the performance improvements in DB2 Version
8 that were presented as web casts by Lightyear Consulting. These pre-
sentations are all available as a free download from their web site
www.lightyr.com.  

NaSPA member Tom Moulder is president of TREX Associates, Inc. a company
that provides needed z/OS technical services at a time when that technical pop-
ulation is dwindling because of retirement.Tom has well over twenty years expe-
rience in performance management of computing systems including z/OS, IMS,
CICS and DB2 systems. He is chairman of Southwest CMG, a presenter on
performance topics internationally and past expert for search390.com.Tom is
currently under contract to Lightyear Consulting, LTD. as a Principal Consultant
and can be reached at tom.moulder@trexassociates.com or 817 741-5549.

Matching Predicates

Equal predicates

All Range predicates

In (list) Predicates

IS or IS NOT NULL predicates

Equality (=,<=,>=,<,>) mapped to the results of a non-cor-
related sub-query

Equality (=,<=,>=,<,>) mapped to the results of ANY non-
correlated sub-query

Equality (=,<=,>=,<,>) mapped to the results of ALL non-
correlated sub-query

Equality (=,<=,>=,<,>) mapped to the results of IN non-
correlated sub-query

A Row Expression mapped to an IN non-correlated sub-query

TABLE 2: MATCHING PREDICATES
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